Objective: To demonstrate competence in using a fire extinguisher and an MSDS.

Procedure: Complete following questions. Attach completed MSDS exercise.

Directions: Read each of the situations given and choose the correct fire extinguisher(s) that could be used. More than one answer is possible.

_____ a. Fire in a filing cabinet containing old invoices
_____ b. Smoke coming from the electric motor of an air compressor
_____ c. Fire caused by cigarette ashes dropping into a vat of solvent
_____ d. Smoke coming from a barrel of oily rags
_____ e. An electric hot plate left unattended in an office ignites papers on a bulletin board and spreads to wood paneling
_____ f. Fire in an engine compartment that started because someone poured gasoline into a carburetor.
_____ g. Smoldering carpets ignited by overheated exhaust under floorboard.
_____ h. Smoke coming from a battery charger.
_____ i. Puddle of spilled gasoline ignited by flame from a hot water heater.
_____ j. Smoke coming from a dash instrument panel.